JSTOR: Fun Tips and Tricks
JSTOR is an amazing platform with more content than ever before. This tutorial covers
accessing the database, searching using the Advanced Search tool, viewing publication
listings and using the Text Analyzer.
To access JSTOR, start at www.clatsopcc.edu/library (don’t start at jstor.org). Use the
central search widget and select the Articles tab, where you’ll find the link to JSTOR.

If you are on campus, the link will take you directly to JSTOR. If you are off campus, you
need to authenticate to access our databases—including JSTOR—using the same
credentials you use to access your college email account.
For students, the username is first Initial, last name, last four digits of student ID#, and
@students.clatsopcc.edu (example: bsmith5453@students.clatsopcc.edu). The student
password format is A@YYYYMMDD (birthdate year, month, day; example:
A@20010413).
For faculty and staff, just use your CCC email (and Office 365) username (example:
dmcclure@clatsopcc.edu) and password (example: admin123).
You can perform a simple search from the main page, but there are several features
that may escape your attention, including Advanced Search, publication listings and
Text Analyzer.
The basic search box is pretty straightforward.

Results tend to vary wildly.

Advanced Search opens up more possibilities including Boolean logic operators, such
as AND and OR, and a powerful set of limiting options.

From Advanced Search, expand terms inside a box with OR and limit your results by
connecting boxes with AND. Try the limiters too. Experiment with your terms and
limiters for best results. Think about synonyms for your search terms and pay special
attention to your spelling. Try using different fields in the drop-down menus too.

View your results by scrolling down the page.

Click on the item title for more information and access to more tools.

You can create an APA or MLA citation, download a pdf of the article, or navigate
through hypertexted subject terms to find similar articles. Fun!
You might wonder what publications are available in JSTOR. You can browse
publications using the Browse menu and selecting Title.

You can use this feature to browse through all the journals, books and research reports
in JSTOR.

If you find a journal of particular interest, you can activate an email alert that sends a
table of contents for any new issues that appear in JSTOR.

Just click on the title, then click the ‘receive updates by email’ link.

You can also browse JSTOR contents by academic discipline from the Advanced
Search page by scrolling down the page and using the arrows to the left of the
disciplines to expand into a list of publications.

Last but not least, you can search for articles that are similar to a document you already
have using Text Analyzer. Just drag the document right in!

If you’re looking for something to do, this could keep you entertained for hours. Let us
know if you have any questions.

